Turvo's innovative technology brings together mission-critical operational capabilities to deliver an outstanding customer experience. Here's how you can accelerate growth with Turvo:

### Unify Your Supply Chain

**Full-Spectrum Supply Chain Operations** The Turvo Collaboration Cloud is the first and only cloud-native solution for managing the full spectrum of supply chain operations, including the complete order to cash workflow.

**Easy Integration** Uniquely, Turvo’s multitenant software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution provides actionable visibility across inventory, orders, shipments, and more. Turvo does this by easily integrating with existing systems such as transportation management systems (TMS), warehouse management systems (WMS), order management systems (OMS), and others to create one authoritative record.

**Real-Time Collaboration** Purpose-built as a network, logistics managers can quickly invite their customers, carriers, and partners to connect in Turvo and collaborate in real-time.

**Anywhere, Any Device** After a fast and easy setup, Turvo users can view updates, make changes, and keep everyone on the same page from anywhere and on any device: desktop, notebook, tablet, or smartphone.

### About Turvo

Turvo provides the world’s leading collaboration application designed specifically for the supply chain. Turvo connects people and organizations allowing shippers, logistics providers, and carriers to unite their supply chains, deliver outstanding customer experiences, collaborate in real-time, and accelerate growth. The technology unifies all systems, internal and external, providing one end-to-end solution to execute all operations and analytics while eliminating redundant manual tasks and automating business processes. Turvo customers include some of the world’s largest, Fortune 500 logistics service providers, shippers and freight brokers. Turvo is based in the San Francisco Bay Area with offices in Dallas, Texas, and Hyderabad, India.
Everything Connected Turvo delivers outstanding customer experiences because everything in the Turvo Collaboration Cloud is connected.

Build Trust Order by order, shipment by shipment, Turvo empowers organizations to build trust with everyone they work with. That trust helps Turvo customers expand their customer base, create new opportunities, and grow revenue faster than the competition.

Easy to Use As a modern cloud solution, Turvo combines enterprise-grade functionality with consumer-grade ease of use. It’s as intuitive as the world’s most widely-used smartphone apps and social networks.

Unified System Gone are the days of siloed, one-off customer portals that are seldom used and expensive to maintain. Instead, supply chain participants can all use the same system to view and manage their complete order to cash workflow, regardless of their internal systems.

End-to-End Visibility Shippers can easily see their inventory in real-time no matter where it’s stored, regardless of whether it’s in a partner’s warehouse, spread across multiple warehouses of their own with disparate WMSs, or any other combination of locations and systems. Turvo’s end-to-end order visibility means shippers and logistics service providers will always know exactly what inventory is coming in or going out. Plus, they can monitor and track orders easily, in one place, instead of chasing down different shipments and systems.

Manage More with Less Logistics service providers and brokers can manage more shipments without increasing headcount. Carriers can avoid annoying check calls and get paid significantly faster through tracking and proof-of-delivery (POD) uploads in the Turvo driver app.
A Better Way to Work Turvo delivers a better way to work. By digitizing paper-based and manual processes, the Turvo Collaboration Cloud makes teams more collaborative, adaptive, and productive with end-to-end actionable visibility.

Spend Time on What Matters With all the critical information together in-context in Turvo, users spend their time wisely, focusing on what's most important and impactful.

Automated Workflows Robust automation takes care of mundane tasks while approval workflows and rule-based exceptions shorten turnaround times. Instead of making dozens of phone calls, sending dozens of emails, checking outdated spreadsheets, and doing other unnecessary work every single day, Turvo users can get ahead of issues, avoid fees, and build trust with their customers.

Complete Visibility Real-time updates mean decision-makers always have fresh data and an accurate picture of supply chain operations. That includes a complete timeline of every update made to orders, shipments, and more.

Answers Just a Click Away Turvo’s actionable visibility empowers users to act on information when and where it’s needed, without context switching or delays. For example, users can search for a shipment, make an update, message colleagues inside or outside their organization, and share the latest status without ever leaving the search results. The most relevant and useful actions are only a single click away.

Actionable Insights Because everything happens in Turvo’s modern solution, analytics enables decision-makers to see their business with unprecedented clarity and uncover insights to optimize their processes, increase margins, and improve customer satisfaction.

Turvo empowers organizations to work as one team from anywhere, so customers are happy everywhere.